
Name:Ann McMahon Unit/ Module    Math Week of:

Lesson Plans

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

TEKS/
Standards

K.2.B, K.2.D
Numbers & Operations

K.2.B, K.2.D
Numbers & Operations

K2.F, K.2.E, K.2.G
Numbers & Operations

K.2.B, K.2.H
Numbers & Operations

Objective (s) TSW:
Model, Cont & Write

20

TSW:
Count & Order to 20

TSW: TSW:
One More & One
Less

TSW:
PROBLEM SOLVE
Compare numbers
to 20

Bellwork Practice writing to 19  &
use counters to make
sets up to 19.

Practice counting to 20
using objects

Practice writing from 1
- 20.

Write numbers in order
to 20 .

Learning
Activities

Interactive student
Lesson 8.5 with Scout

on Smartboard

Interactive student
Lesson 8.6 with Scout
on Smartboard

NO WORKSHEET
WEDNESDAY

Interactive student
Lesson 8.7 with
Scout on
Smartboard

Interactive student
Lesson 8.8 with
Scout on
Smartboard

Key
Vocabulary Twenty

Guided/
Independent
Practice

Guide students to move
counters down one at a time
into the top & bottom 10 frame
to fill it.  Then say 10 more in
the bottom 10 frame to make
20.

Give students to place
counters in the 10 frame as
they count forward to 20.
Then guide students to point
to the last counter in the 10
frame & remove 1 counter at a
time as they count backwards
from 20.

Math game / activities

Guide students to put
counters on the 10 frame &
remove 1 counter.  Write the
number that is 1 less.  Put
counters on the 10 frame &
add 1 counter. Write the
number that is 1 more.

Guide students to count the
objects in 2 sets.  The set
with the biggest number has
more and the set with the
smallest number has less.

Closure/Home
work

Make a 20 cube train. Remind students that
they can start with any
number and count
forward to 20.

Discuss with students
that 1 less means 1 fewer
than the given number &
1 more means 1 greater
than the given number.

Explain that when you
compare numbers you
talk about greater than or
less than .  When you
compare objects you talk
About more or fewer.



Assessment-
Formative
Summative
Exit Ticket

Write the number
20.

HWK 8.5

Write numbers to 20.

HWK  8.6

1more is the next number
in the counting
sequence.

Write the correct  number
for the number word
twenty.

HWK 8.7

Write the number 20.

HWK  8.8

Key Questions During Lesson

How can you count  & write 20 with words & numbers ?

How can you count forward to 20 from a given number ?

How can you solve problems using the strategy make a model ?

How do you count one more and one less than a given number ?


